
Dear Jim, 	 1/24/76 

I'm made some arrangements for you of which you'll probably hear before you 
get this. I hops you can organize it so that you can use them. This will vary from 
gettiug xeroxiag done for you to emergency baby—sitting. 

Whether or not they are all at American Tinier I don't know. The one whose phone 
I gave ou is and when there is help needs until you know otherwise start there. For 
example, -when you come up here, haves one of them at your place by the time the babe,- 
sitter has to leave. 

Alex has Wednesday's off. His clases then are at night. He wants a Xerox of 
your Ray brief, as does Floyd. Perhaps others. I want an extra. So, ho can go to 
Panic Press with a copy and get all those needed xeroxed. He will get whatever other 
zeroxing you want done at the same time so while you can't prepare for this now, you 
can for another time. 

There is research they can and will do, they have wheels and in DC they have 
public transportation. 

I expect them here next weekend to do some recartoning for me so I can ship 
Wits is Whirlwind. They have seen what this means, what the similar work that needs to 
be done is, and are willing. 

They impressed no favorably, substantial young people. What appears to have 
steered them to me is aversion for Lane. He turned them off and his people, who 
tried to penetrate a larger group of which they are part, offended them. 

Their interests include King. 

Two are girls. One of the boys has diapered babies. I do not know anything 
about the others in their group. Some may be GW or they may know Scott in another way. 

I had a list of possible aids ready and went over it. If more come next weekend 
than can work without being in each other's way in the basement I'll get 30M0 files 
readied for dead storage by being put in order first. Need the space. 

I've done the random note on The Martin Luther King Conspiracies and have a 
carbon for you. If you have time to think of a rough* very general outline I'd welcome 
it. I've been thinking and have tended to switch to an opening other than I had started, 
with the FBI's hangups — Hoover& hate and his Cointeipros/invaders. Had Les not added 
to what I had it was enough. I'd started with Tyler on "no other suspect" but it is 
less dramatic. Wyker can be part of the same first chapter perhaps but I think the Invaders 
story provides motive. Its ,say very well be that in your own planning of the orpAnizetion 
of the brief you'de done the thinking that can provide the beet structure. 

to be rt Back to thsose kind: they impress me well, they seem to be wanteof' something 
wotthwhile and unsetiSh, they want to do something to combat all the disillusionment 
their intelligence/2 provides, ec, if you have an accumulations of things you wanted done 
and could not rt to,give them a crack. 'It will be good for them and can be for you/us. 

Example t you mount your clippinge. I'll bet one of them will undertake to do this 
on a regular basis for you. One or more. 

best, 


